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Press Conference

At a press conference held on June 28th, 2013, Manitoba’s anti-pesticide lunatic-terrorists announced that the government will impose arbitrary prohibition against conventional pest control products used in the urban landscape.

The province of Manitoba is governed by the New Democratic Party (NDP), the political shield for anti-pesticide and environmental-terrorist organizations.

Manitoba’s prohibition was arbitrarily imposed in defiance of municipalities that publicly opposed prohibition — Altona, Portage La Prairie, Steinbach, Stuartburn, and Winkler.

Manitoba’s prohibition was arbitrarily imposed in defiance of the fact that pest control products are Health-Canada-approved, federally-legal, scientifically-safe, practically-non-toxic, and cause no harm.

Moreover, these products are no threat to children, except when stored improperly in a concentrated form inside the home.

The PRETEXT Of Protecting Children

In order to somehow validate prohibition, Manitoba’s anti-pesticide minister Mackintosh and his buddies deceived the public by alleging that this decision was done under the pretext of protecting children.
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Prohibition that is arbitrarily imposed under the pretext of somehow protecting children’s health is wrong!

In fact, pest control products are scientifically-safe, cause no harm, and are no threat to children.

Manitoba’s anti-pesticide lunatic-terrorists used terror-talk that is designed to alarm and enrage the public into prohibiting pest control products.

Children and adults across Canada, even in those jurisdictions with no prohibitions, are all protected since these products are applied at very low doses and represent no threat to children.

Health Canada requires each new pest control product to go through a comprehensive set of over two-hundred separate tests and a review of all scientifically credible studies that exist to ensure that the product will not cause harm to children, adults, animals or the environment.

The safety assessments by Heath Canada takes into consideration children’s physiology, behaviours, and habits while playing on treated grass.

 Allegations about the imaginary danger of pest control products are totally false, and are untrue mis-representations designed merely to attract money and profit for anti-pesticide terrorist-organizations like Canadian Cancer Society and David Suzuki Foundation and Canadian Association Of Physicians For The Environment.

Anti-pesticide lunatic-terrorists routinely use children and even babies as the ultimate weapons of coercion and anti-pesticide terrorism in order to deliberately disrupt reasonable public and scientific debate.
Despicably Exploiting Children As WEAPONS

At the press conference, an activist named Adrienne Percy was financially rewarded by Canadian Cancer Society to despicably exploit and abuse her child as an ultimate weapon of coercion and anti-pesticide terrorism.

Another activist, Paul Doucet, also despicably exploited his child as a weapon of propaganda by holding pest control products somehow accountable for health issues.

These activists were/are despicable in their use of children as weapons in order to promote prohibition.

In fact, pest control products are scientifically-safe, cause no harm, and are no threat to children.

Anti-Pesticide Terrorist-Organizations

The government of Manitoba prefers to somehow rely upon non-expert anti-pesticide terrorist-organizations for so-called expertise on health and pest control products.

In fact, Health Canada has the essential expertise on pest control products, and not these organizations.

They are mere fund-raising, profit-seeking, and lobbying organizations, and they are not science, research, physician, or health organizations.
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Nonetheless, these organizations were recruited and paid-for-profit by the government of Manitoba to support the conspiracy to prohibit against pest control products —

- Canadian Association Of Physicians For The Environment (CAPE)
- Canadian Cancer Society
- Canadian Environmental Law Association (CELA)
- David Suzuki Foundation
- Ecojustice Canada
- Ontario College Of Family Physicians (OCFP)
- Prevent Cancer Now
- Registered Nurses’ Association Of Ontario (RNAO)
- Sierra Club Of Canada

Tax-Exempt Statuses Must Be REVOKED

In fact, it is easy for anti-pesticide lunatic-terrorists to interfere in partisan politics and public policy when they have almost unlimited resources and millions of dollars available through public donations and government grants.

These organizations are government-financed with tax-free money.
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They do not deserve any donations or support.

Nor do they deserve any tax-exempt statuses.

They are listed among Canada’s prominent anti-pesticide and environmental terrorist organizations — and they do not deserve tax-free money.

These organizations are the principal architects in the conspiracy to prohibit pest control products used in the urban landscape — and they do not deserve tax-free money.

Their anti-pesticide acts of subversion have extensively damaged and terrorized and destroyed the professional lawn care industry in jurisdictions like Ontario and British Columbia.

They have done so with the benefit of not paying a single penny in taxes.

They are interfering with partisan politics, and consequently are in violation of taxation laws in Manitoba.

The public is directed to complain by contacting business, fund-raising, government, and taxation agencies!

It is easy for anti-pesticide lunatic-terrorists to interfere in partisan politics and public policy when they operate with charity organizations, and does not pay a single penny in taxes.

Their non-profit charity statuses must be investigated and hopefully revoked.

See later segment entitled Short List Of Complaint Channels.
BOGUS Green Alternative Pesticides

Manitoba’s anti-pesticide political leaders, like Gord Macintosh, attempted to falsely reassure everyone that so-called safe and effective green alternative pesticides were/are already available to replace conventional pest control products. [WRONG!]

Sadly, Mackintosh acted as a mere sales representative for bogus and ineffective green alternative pesticides like Fiesta Herbicide.

In fact, Mackintosh even had a bottle of Fiesta on the table in front of him during the press conference.

If forced to rely on green alternatives like Fiesta, Manitobans will lose their green spaces.

In fact, the vast majority of users overwhelmingly condemn Fiesta, hence, the major reason for the dooming of the professional lawn care industry that entirely depended upon its success.

Neudorff Canada is the manufacturer of Fiesta Herbicide, and has acted in a subversive and despicable manner regarding Manitoba.

Neudorff conspired to prohibit against pest control products with the sole intention of profiting from the sale of its product Fiesta.

Neudorff betrayed the professional lawn care industry in order to profit from anti-pesticide prohibition as a supplier of a product that has been overwhelmingly condemned by its users.
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PROHIBITION Will DESTROY Businesses

The government of Manitoba imposed prohibition without any justification, and with depraved indifference for the carnage it will inflict.

Manitoba’s prohibition was arbitrarily imposed in defiance of the fact that, elsewhere, businesses were destroyed because of prohibition.

In jurisdictions where anti-pesticide prohibition was imposed, like British Columbia, Halifax Regional Municipality, Ontario, and Quebec, the businesses operating in the professional lawn care industry were destroyed.

For example, because of anti-pesticide prohibition, provinces like Ontario now have a trail of economic destruction with hundreds of small businesses destroyed and thousands of people out of work.

Because of Ontario’s 2009 provincial prohibition, businesses operating in the professional lawn care industry lost over 500,000,000 dollars, with up to 12,500 unemployed.

In Ontario, one-business-per-week disappears into total oblivion, and, by 2012, half the businesses had closed their doors.

The destruction of the professional lawn care industry was extensive because there were no valid economical alternatives to replace the prohibited products, including Fiesta Herbicide.

Consequently, businesses operating in the professional lawn care industry were incapable of providing adequate weed and insect control, and were unable to keep their customers satisfied.

It is easy for anti-pesticide lunatic-terrorists to interfere in partisan politics and public policy when they are so highly motivated in destroying businesses.
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PROHIBITION Will DESTROY Green Spaces

The government of Manitoba imposed prohibition without any justification, and with depraved indifference for the carnage it will inflict.

Manitoba’s prohibition was arbitrarily imposed in defiance of the fact that its green spaces will become dangerous and pest infested garbage dumps.

Without conventional pest control products in other jurisdictions, green spaces have become pest-infested dangerous garbage dumps.

Manitoba’s prohibition was arbitrarily imposed in defiance of the fact that a petition consisting of more than 8,000 postcards stating that no one in Manitoba wants to live in #@!!% pest-infested garbage dumps, the same fate being inflicted in Ontario.

In Ontario, 80 per cent of residents originally supported prohibition when it was brought forward in 2009.

Because of Ontario’s garbage dump green spaces, support by residents for prohibition has now been cut almost 50 per cent — to 49 per cent.

It was/is impossible for home-owners or professionals to keep their properties beautiful by using so-called organic pesticide-free maintenance practices.

Without conventional pest control products, playing surfaces became thin and yellow, and over-run with weeds and infested with insects, resulting in the dismal destruction of safe turf playing surfaces.
Who wants to live in %@!!% pest-infested garbage dumps just because a small group of non-expert activists who interfere in partisan politics and public policy ?!?!?

The only people who want prohibition in Manitoba are a small group of activists with vested interests in concocting imaginary danger against pest control products, such as Canadian Cancer Society and Ontario’s Canadian Association Of Physicians For The Environment (CAPE), both known as anti-pesticide terrorist-organizations that financially reward activists who promote prohibition.

Prominent Anti-Pesticide Lunatic-Terrorists

There were seven anti-pesticide lunatic-terrorists who unveiled Manitoba’s prohibition at a press conference on June 28th, 2013 —

- Erin CRAWFORD — Canadian Cancer Society
- Paul DOUCET — Cosmetic Pesticide Ban Manitoba (aka Canadian Association Of Physicians For The Environment)
- Gideon FORMAN — Canadian Association Of Physicians For The Environment (CAPE)
- Gord MACKINTOSH — Government Of Manitoba
- Adrienne PERCY — Canadian Cancer Society
- Tim TRIPP — Neudorff Canada
- Elise WEISS — Manitoba Public Health
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They were very prominent participants at the press conference held on June 28th, 2013, when Manitoba’s lunatic government officially announced that it will impose arbitrary prohibition against conventional pest control products used in the urban landscape.

They conspired to prohibit against pest control products in Manitoba.

Erin CRAWFORD

Cancer-lunatics like Crawford are employees who are paid substantial amounts of money to work as hired-guns to coerce, intimidate, and alarm government officials into prohibiting pest control products.

Crawford was financially rewarded by Canadian Cancer Society (CCS) by conspiring to prohibit against pest control products in Manitoba.

Crawford was paid by CCS 1,000 dollars for every anti-pesticide presentation, and was also paid a bounty of 5,000 dollars upon successful prohibition legislation in Manitoba.

Cancer-lunatics like Crawford are provided safe, secure, well-paying jobs, with pay-offs in the form of awards, incentives, bonuses, bounties, and organizational financing ...

... these pay-offs are provided at the expense of the jobs they ultimately destroy in the professional lawn care industry.

Crawford will likely become The Recipient Of The 2013 Award For Best Anti-Pesticide Terrorist-Of-The-Year by Canadian Cancer Society.
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Paul DOUCET

Doucet operates with an organization called Cosmetic Pesticide Ban Manitoba, which is a shield for Canadian Association Of Physicians For The Environment ( CAPE ).

Doucet despicably exploits his sick child as a weapon of coercion and anti-pesticide terrorism.

Gideon FORMAN

Forman was financially rewarded by Canadian Association Of Physicians For The Environment ( CAPE ) and Canadian Cancer Society ( CCS ) by conspiring to prohibit against pest control products in Manitoba.

Forman has no expertise in pest control products, but his background includes starring roles in eco-porn films for a European organization called Fuck For Forest.

It is easy for anti-pesticide lunatic-terrorists like Forman to interfere in partisan politics and public policy when they so easily deceive the public and government officials into believing they are some kind of experts, when, in fact, their backgrounds are uneducated, and even include mere roles as stars of eco-pornography films.
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Gord MACKINTOSH

Macintosh is an elected official with New Democratic Party (NDP), and functions as a sales representative for Fiesta Herbicide.

Mackintosh even had a bottle of Fiesta on the table in front of him during the press conference.

If forced to rely on green alternative pesticides like Fiesta, Manitobans will lose their green spaces.

NDP operates as the political shield for anti-pesticide terrorist-organizations like Canadian Cancer Society (CCS) and Canadian Association Of Physicians For The Environment (CAPE).

It is easy for anti-pesticide lunatic-terrorists to interfere in partisan politics and public policy when they control the government through the New Democratic Party.

Adrienne PERCY

Percy was financially rewarded by Canadian Cancer Society (CCS) by conspiring to prohibit against pest control products in Manitoba.

Percy was paid by CCS to despicably exploit and abuse her child as a weapon of ultimate coercion and anti-pesticide terrorism.
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Tim TRIPP

Tripp is employed by Neudorff Canada, the manufacturer of Fiesta Herbicide, a green alternative pesticide.

Neudorff will reap enormous financial benefits from prohibition in Manitoba.

On behalf of Neudorff, Tripp despicably betrayed the professional lawn care industry by conspiring in prohibition with the sole intention of profiting from the sale of Fiesta.

It is easy for anti-pesticide lunatic-terrorists like Tripp and Neudorff to interfere in partisan politics and public policy when they have direct vested interests in green alternative pesticides like Fiesta Herbicide.

Elise WEISS

Weiss is employed by Public Health Manitoba.

Weiss is neither a scientist nor a researcher, and has absolutely no expertise in matters concerning pest control products, rendering all of her opinions as valueless and worthless.

It is easy for anti-pesticide lunatic-terrorists like Weiss to interfere in partisan politics and public policy since they lie, cheat, and mis-inform about pest control products.
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Real Trends AGAINST PROHIBITION

Anti-pesticide lunatic-terrorists will not interfere forever since all of their subversive work will eventually be rescinded, which has occurred in dozens of jurisdictions across North America.

When it comes to prohibition, municipal officials outside of Manitoba are thinking twice about banning pesticides by looking at the experience of those jurisdictions that have suffered the hardship and stunningly exorbitant costs of this #@!!% nonsense!

In fact, there are real trends against pesticide bans.

The following jurisdictions stopped or rescinded or limited or opposed anti-pesticide prohibition, or granted professional lawn care businesses with an exception status ...

- Alberta (Province) Proposed Prohibition Stopped
- Altona (Manitoba) Proposed Provincial Prohibition Opposed
- Ashland (Oregon) Existing Prohibition Rescinded
- Beaumont (Alberta) Proposed Prohibition Stopped
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Action Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>British Columbia (Province)</td>
<td>Proposed Prohibition Stopped — Prohibition Not Recommended by Special Committee On Cosmetic Pesticides — Professional Lawn Care Granted Exception Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calgary (Alberta)</td>
<td>Existing Prohibition Discarded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell River (British Columbia)</td>
<td>Proposed Prohibition Extinguished — Hesitant To Enact Prohibition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Illinois)</td>
<td>Existing Prohibition Rescinded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durango (Colorado)</td>
<td>Proposed Prohibition Stopped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edmonton (Alberta)</td>
<td>Proposed Prohibition Stopped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everett (Washington)</td>
<td>Existing Pesticide-Free Project Ended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guelph (Ontario)</td>
<td>Prohibition Reversed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guelph-Eramosa (Ontario)</td>
<td>Existing Prohibition Reversed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamloops (British Columbia)</td>
<td>Proposed Total Prohibition Stopped — Professional Lawn Care Granted Exception Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Action Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelowna (British Columbia)</td>
<td>Proposed Total Prohibition Stopped — Professional Lawn Care Granted Exception Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merritt (British Columbia)</td>
<td>Proposed Prohibition Stopped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Brunswick (Province)</td>
<td>Imposed Prohibition Limited — Active Ingredients Permitted, Except 2,4-D — Professional Lawn Care Granted Exception Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newfoundland &amp; Labrador (Province)</td>
<td>Existing Prohibition Reversed — Road-Side Spraying Resumed — Commercial Applicators Granted Exception Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogunquit (Maine)</td>
<td>Proposed Prohibition Stopped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Alberni (British Columbia)</td>
<td>Existing Prohibition Rescinded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portage La Prairie (Manitoba)</td>
<td>Proposed Provincial Prohibition Opposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec (Province)</td>
<td>Imposed Prohibition Limited — Existing Prohibition Invalidated — Ban Defeated By Lawsuit — Permitted Active Ingredients</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Regina
( Saskatchewan )
Proposed Prohibition Stopped, Again
And Again — Prohibition Had No
Support Was Deemed Inappropriate

Rossland
( British Columbia )
Proposed Prohibition Stopped

Saint John’s
( Newfoundland & Labrador )
Existing Prohibition Limited —
Proposed Road-Side Weed Control
Prohibition Fizzled-Out

Salmon Arm
( British Columbia )
Proposed Prohibition Against
Businesses Rescinded — Professional
Lawn Care Granted Exception Status

Scarborough
( Maine )
Existing Prohibition Rescinded

Steinbach
( Manitoba )
Proposed Provincial Prohibition
Opposed

Stuartburn
( Manitoba )
Proposed Provincial Prohibition
Opposed

Vernon
( British Columbia )
Proposed Prohibition Stopped

Winkler
( Manitoba )
Proposed Provincial Prohibition
Opposed

The trends against pesticide bans continue.

No one can afford this #@!!% nonsense!
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A very prominent participant at the press conference held on June 28\textsuperscript{th}, 2013,
when Manitoba’s lunatic government officially announced that it will impose arbitrary
prohibition against conventional pest control products used in the urban landscape

Erin CRAWFORD

Canadian Cancer Society ( CCS )

Paid by CCS 1,000 dollars for every anti-pesticide
presentation, and paid a bounty of 5,000 dollars
upon successful prohibition legislation in Manitoba

A very prominent participant at the press conference held on June 28\textsuperscript{th}, 2013,
when Manitoba’s lunatic government officially announced that it will impose arbitrary
prohibition against conventional pest control products used in the urban landscape
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Paul DOUCET

Cosmetic Pesticide Ban Manitoba ( aka Canadian Association Of Physicians For The Environment )

Despicably exploits his sick child as a weapon of coercion and anti-pesticide terrorism

A very prominent participant at the press conference held on June 28th, 2013, when Manitoba’s lunatic government officially announced that it will impose arbitrary prohibition against conventional pest control products used in the urban landscape
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Co-conspirator:
Paul Doucet

Gideon FORMAN

Canadian Association Of Physicians
For The Environment ( CAPE )

Forman has no expertise in pest control
products, but his background includes
starring roles in eco-porn films

A very prominent participant at the press conference held on June 28th, 2013,
when Manitoba’s lunatic government officially announced that it will impose arbitrary
prohibition against conventional pest control products used in the urban landscape
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A very prominent participant at the press conference held on June 28th, 2013, when Manitoba’s lunatic government officially announced that it will impose arbitrary prohibition against conventional pest control products used in the urban landscape.

Gord MACKINTOSH

Elected official with New Democratic Party (NDP), and sales representative for Fiesta Herbicide.

NDP operates as the political shield for anti-pesticide terrorist-organizations like Canadian Cancer Society and CAPE.

A very prominent participant at the press conference held on June 28th, 2013, when Manitoba’s lunatic government officially announced that it will impose arbitrary prohibition against conventional pest control products used in the urban landscape.
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Despicably exploited child —

Adrienne PERCY

Canadian Cancer Society (CCS)

Paid by CCS to despicably exploit and
abuse her child as a weapon of ultimate
coercion and anti-pesticide terrorism

A very prominent participant at the press conference held on June 28th, 2013,
when Manitoba’s lunatic government officially announced that it will impose arbitrary
prohibition against conventional pest control products used in the urban landscape.
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A very prominent participant at the press conference held on June 28th, 2013, when Manitoba’s lunatic government officially announced that it will impose arbitrary prohibition against conventional pest control products used in the urban landscape.

Logo of Fiesta Herbicide —

Tim TRIPP

Neudorff Canada, manufacturer of Fiesta Herbicide

On behalf of Neudorff, despicably betrayed the lawn care industry by conspiring in prohibition with the sole intention of profiting from the sale of Fiesta
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A very prominent participant at the press conference held on June 28th, 2013, when Manitoba’s lunatic government officially announced that it will impose arbitrary prohibition against conventional pest control products used in the urban landscape.

Elise WEISS
Public Health Manitoba

Neither a scientist nor a researcher
Has absolutely no expertise in matters concerning pest control products, rendering all of her opinions as valueless and worthless

A very prominent participant at the press conference held on June 28th, 2013, when Manitoba’s lunatic government officially announced that it will impose arbitrary prohibition against conventional pest control products used in the urban landscape.
It is easy for anti-pesticide lunatic-terrorists to interfere in partisan politics and public policy when they have almost unlimited resources and millions of dollars available through Canadian Cancer Society and government grants.

In Manitoba, the #@!!% terrorist-basterds conspired to impose needless, senseless, and malicious prohibition, and deserve no less than …

- Arrests
- Fines
- Imprisonment
- Sanctions
- Rescinding of tax-exempt charity status

Through the use of appropriate complaint channels, these #@!!% terrorists will be charged with fraud and conspiracy under the Criminal Code of Canada.

In the event that criminal charges for fraud and conspiracy are laid, the #@!!% anti-pesticide lunatic-terrorists should be advised that they have all have been identified on the basis of their statements, activities, affiliations, and whereabouts.

In the event that criminal charges for fraud and conspiracy are laid, legal experts say that there is sufficient information to lead to a successful prosecution !
Rat-Out The #@!!% Terrorist-Basterds!

Demand a revocation of their charity tax-exempt statuses!

No more free-money for terrorist activities!

Rat-Out the #@!!% Terrorist-Basterds!

Everybody Must STOP Making Donations to the #@!!% Terrorists

And COMPLAIN, COMPLAIN, COMPLAIN, COMPLAIN
It is easy for anti-pesticide lunatic-terrorists to interfere in partisan politics and public policy when they operate with charity organizations, and does not pay a single penny in taxes.

What can you do against the #@!!% anti-pesticide lunatic-terrorists?
Contact the authorities, and complain, complain, complain!
Contact business, fund-raising, government, and taxation agencies!
Complain about the misappropriation of public funds at Canadian Cancer Society and Canadian Association Of Physicians For The Environment, and their partisan roles in prohibition.
Complaints against the #@!!% anti-pesticide lunatic-terrorists will also make them liable for damages worth millions of dollars.
If these #@!!% basterds want to operate as anti-pesticide lunatic-terrorists, their charity tax-exempt statuses should be revoked.
Complaints against them will also lead to a revocation of their charity tax-exempt status!
Demand a revocation of their charity tax-exempt status!
The #@!!% basterds deserve no free money!
Environmental-terrorist-organizations like Greenpeace have already lost their statuses in other jurisdictions.
Rat them out and stop the basterds!
No more tax-free-money for terrorist activities!
Complaint Channels

Association of Fundraising Professionals  
416 941 9144

Better Business Bureau  
Eastern and Northern-Ontario, and Outaouais  
613 237 4856  
Mid-Western and Central Ontario  
519 579 3080

Charity Intelligence Canada  
416 363 1555

Canadian Taxpayers Federation  
306 352 7199

EthicalOil  
Complaint Web-Site  
http://www.ethicaloil.org/write-the-revenue-minister/  
Fill out the form on this web-site to write Minister Shea to report any radical or environmental lobby group you’ve seen masquerading as a charity so that their tax-payers subsidy comes to an end!

Government of Canada  
Canada Revenue Agency  —  Canada Revenue Agency Charities Directorate  —  Charitable Organizations  
1 800 267 2384

Government of Canada  
Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre  
1 888 495 8501
Complaint Channels

Government of Canada
Canada Revenue Agency — Informant Leads Program

Brossard, Quebec — 1 866 896 6317
Saint Catharines, Ontario — 905 984 4830
Saint John, New Brunswick — 506 636 4657
Surrey, British Columbia — 1 866 846 3535
Winnipeg, Manitoba — 1 866 453 0450

Government of Ontario
Lobbyists Registration Office
416 327 4053

Government of Ontario
Ministry of the Attorney General — Office of the Public Guardian and Trustee — Charitable Property Program
1 800 366 0335

Government of British Columbia
Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General
250 387 5311

Imagine Canada
Looking Into and Out for Canada’s Charities and Non-Profits
Calgary, Alberta — 1 800 263 1178
Ottawa, Ontario — 613 238 7555
Toronto, Ontario — 416 597 2293
We are living in the 9/11 Era of Anti Pesticide and Environmental Terrorism where at least ONE SUBVERSIVE ACT OF TERROR is Perpetrated EVERY SINGLE DAY by enviro lunatics.

We are living in the DARK AGE OF ANTI PESTICIDE TERRORISM where sound science is trumped by FAKE SCIENTISTS, JUNK SCIENCE and UNVERIFIABLE SECRET EVIDENCE through FABRICATION, INNUENDO, and INTERNET RUMOUR — scientific research PROVES that pest control products CAUSE NO HARM and can be USED SAFELY.

NORAHG is the National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green space industry.

NORAHG morally represents the VAST SILENT MAJORITY of people associated with turf and ornamental plant maintenance who are OPPOSED to Anti Pesticide PROHIBITION and the CLOSURE of green spaces under the RIDICULOUS PRETEXT of somehow « saving » the environment.

NORAHG is a NATIONAL NON PROFIT NON PARTISAN organization that does not accept money from corporations or governments or trade associations, and represents NO VESTED INTERESTS WHATSOEVER.

NORAHG is dedicated to reporting the work of RESPECTED and HIGHLY RATED EXPERTS who promote ENVIRONMENTAL REALISM and PESTICIDE TRUTHS.

Anti Pesticide HUJE are enviro lunatics and lawn haters who particularly DESPISE the golf industry — they are Hateful Underhanded Jokes as Environmentalists who have been WRONG FOR OVER 50 YEARS.

There is NO RECURSE but LITIGATION against Anti Pesticide HUJE.

Another RECURSE is to SEEK the CANCELLATION of GOVERNMENT GRANTS and REVOCATION of the TAX EXEMPT STATUS of Anti Pesticide Organizations.

HUJE should Get OFF Our grASS, and they should Roast In Hell.

NORAHG manages the Library of Force Of Nature Reports and References, which is a VAST ARCHIVE of REPORTS, MEDIA REFERENCES, AUDIO CLIPS, and VIDEOS on ALL Anti Pesticide Terrorist Acts of Subversion.

The purpose of this ARCHIVE is to provide information that will lead to a SUCCESSFUL LITIGATION AGAINST Anti-Pesticide Organizations.

All names, statements, activities, and affiliations have been ARCHIVED for the intention of eventual CRIMINAL CHARGES.

When CRIMINAL CHARGES for FRAUD and CONSPIRACY are laid, legal experts say that the ARCHIVE is sufficient to lead to a SUCCESSFUL PROSECUTION!

NORAHG also produces FORCE OF NATURE, reports that present THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE about environmental issues, including anti pesticide terrorism.

FORCE OF NATURE is a series of reports destined for the green space industry, the environmental terrorist movement, governments, and the media, nationwide across Canada, the United States, and overseas.

FORCE OF NATURE is committed to SOUND SCIENCE, as well as ground breaking original reporting that informs, entertains, and creates real change.

FORCE OF NATURE was launched for CONTINUOUS transmission on the Internet on January 1st, 2009 — however, the VERY FIRST Stand-Alone FORCE OF NATURE Report was issued on September 19th, 2008.

By early 2009, the reports were released no more than five times per week, but by August 25th, 2009, FORCE OF NATURE was produced on a DAILY basis.


By May 27th, 2010, Uncle Adolph expanded Pesticide Truths to a SECOND Blog-Site, and independently acquired the rights to archive the ENTIRE FORCE OF NATURE Library of Reports.

The Whole Truth from an Independent Perspective
By mid-December 2010, ENTIRE FORCE OF NATURE Library of Reports was FULLY SUMMARIZED and CROSS-REFERENCED, and by early 2012, the library was archived on The Pesticide Truths Web-Site, in the form of Web-Pages.

The information presented in FORCE OF NATURE has been developed for the education and entertainment of the reader by providing a sequence of events WITH COMMENTARY, striving for accuracy in history, politics, and science.

FORCE OF NATURE is TOTALLY INDEPENDENT and provides NO guarantee regarding accuracy or completeness. In no event shall FORCE OF NATURE be liable for any incidental or consequential damages, lost profits, or any indirect damages.

NORAHG also produces A LOOK AT, a series of reports providing TECHNICAL INFORMATION on issues such as Career Management, Golf Course Maintenance, Green Alternatives, Summer Stress, Turfgrass Pests, and Turfgrass Species.

Finally, NORAHG frequently responds to anti pesticide activists in LETTERS TO THE EDITOR in newspapers across Canada and around the world.

All information, excerpts, and pictures contained in FORCE OF NATURE, A LOOK AT, and LETTERS TO THE EDITOR were retrieved from the Internet, and may be considered in the public domain.

FORCE OF NATURE, A LOOK AT, and their various incarnations, was the brainchild of William H. Gathercole and his colleagues in 1991. Mr. Gathercole is now retired, although his name continues to appear as founder.

Here is a brief summary of Mr. Gathercole’s career —

Fields of study — Horticulture/Agriculture, Mathematics, Physics

Alma mater — McGill University • University of Guelph • the first person ever to obtain university degrees and contribute to both the professional lawn care and golf maintenance industries

Expertise in — environmental issues and anti pesticide terrorism • turf and ornamental maintenance and troubleshooting • history of the industry • sales and distribution of seeds, chemicals, fertilizers, and equipment • fertilizer manufacturing and distribution

Notable activities — worked in virtually all aspects of the green space industry, including golf, professional lawn care, distribution, environmental compliance, government negotiations, public affairs, and workplace safety • supervisor, consultant, and, programmer for the successful execution of hundreds of thousands of management operations in the golf and urban landscape, as well as millions of pest control applications • advisor, instructor, and trainer for thousands of turf and ornamental managers and technicians • pesticide certification instructor for thousands of industry workers • founder of the modern professional lawn care industry • prolific writer for industry publications and e-newsletters • first to confirm the invasion of European Chafer insect in both the Montreal region and the Vancouver / Fraser Valley region • with Dr. Peter Dernoeden, confirmed the presence of Take All Patch as a disease of turf in Eastern Canada • with Dr. David Shetlar, confirmed the presence of Kentucky Bluegrass Scale as an insect pest in South Western Ontario, and later, in the Montreal and Vancouver regions

Special contributions — creator of the exception status that has allowed the golf industry to avoid being subjected to anti pesticide prohibition • creator of the signs that are now used for posting after application • co-founder of annual winter convention for Quebec golf course superintendents • the major influence in the decision by Canadian Cancer Society to stop selling for profit pesticide treated daffodils • the only true reliable witness of the events of anti pesticide prohibition in the town of Hudson, Quebec • retired founder of FORCE OF NATURE and A LOOK AT reports

Notable award — the very first man of the year for contributions leading to the successful founding of Quebec professional lawn care industry, which served as a beach-head against anti pesticide activists in the 1980s and 1990s

Legacy — Mr. Gathercole and his colleagues ... designed and implemented strategies that reined anti pesticide activists to provide peace and prosperity for the entire modern green space industry across Canada • orchestrated legal action against anti pesticide activists in the town of Hudson, Quebec • launched the largest founding professional lawn care business in Canada • quadrupled the business revenues of one of the largest suppliers in Canada

Mr. Gathercole is now retired, although his name continues to appear as founder of FORCE OF NATURE and A LOOK AT reports.
STOP The Lunatic Terrorists!